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Abstract—This paper presents a high-level overview of NEMO,
an implementation of a communications research software
workspace with special focus on application scenarios involving
underwater (e.g. acoustic), and other maritime communications
methods. The NEMO is an organic result of marine autonomy
and communications experimentation, basically being composed
of reconfigurable modules and services that interact with each
other via an IPC (MOOS). The nominal NEMO configuration
includes drivers for hardware devices, a simple MAC scheme,
encoding, bundling, and queuing utilities, as well as a simple
flooding router. Additionally, an implicit acknowledgement algo-
rithm is proposed, theherald, that provides a mechanism for
arbitrary payloads to be synchronised across the network with a
configurable level of assurance. Lastly, an abstraction called the
codex is presented, providing queuing, bundling and encoding
functionalities in a single process, providing a high-level, packet-
agnostic staging area for application data.

Index Terms—underwater technology, underwater communi-
cations, underwater acoustics, underwater modem, communica-
tion system software, middleware, networking,

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the NEMO a prototype communications
architecture with special focus on applicability in the under-
water and maritime domains. The NEMO is the current incar-
nation of the communications system employed by the CMRE,
used in Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW), Mine Counter Mea-
sures (MCM), the underwater communications project, and
other areas of marine autonomy research. Underwater com-
munication technologies, beyond the well-enumerated physical
limitations ([1]), exist in a relatively small, expensive market
that significantly lags behind its terrestrial analogue. This
in turn gives rise to a marked lack of standardisation and
interoperability among underwater communications systems,
a deficit that the CMRE is heavily invested in mitigating.
The NEMO is a tool, a part of the framework in which stan-
dardisation and interoperability problems are being addressed,
and as such a prototype, evolving constantly as the goals and
requirements become more well understood. The remainder
of the text presents an abbreviated history of the evolution
and development of the NEMO in the context of other CMRE
research endeavours, the current NEMO architecture and ca-
pabilities, and concludes by presenting the direction of future
developments.

II. HISTORY&CONTEXT

At the CMRE, the primary driver of underwater com-
munications development has been a requirement for data
exchanges between mobile, potentially autonomous nodes, in-
cluding cooperative (UxV to UxV) and command and control
(C2) exchanges, in a mixed-media (aerial and submerged)
environment. As such, the NEMO evolution has been emergent
in nature, deriving from many related projects and efforts.

A. pAcommsHandler

One of the original modems used in CMRE autonomy
experiments was the WHOI Micro-Modem ([2]), commonly
used in research areas due to its open nature and relatively low
cost. The software package initially used to operate the Micro-
Modem is calledpAcommsHandler([3], [4]), originally devel-
oped at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and now
maintained at GobySoft, LLC ([5]). ThepAcommsHandler
process is designed to interface with the MOOS ([6]) middle-
ware, and includes a modem-specific driver, a MAC scheme, a
queuing system, and an encoding mechanism (Dynamic Com-
pact Control Language, DCCL, [7]). ThepAcommsHandler
and it’s core functions can be configured at run time, using
XML documents to describe the configuration.
While pAcommsHandlerproved to be useful, in particular

when operating on a Micro-Modem based network, the process
was difficult to adapt to other modem types. Additionally,
pAcommsHandlerdid not provide any routing facilities, and
inserting additional “layers” between the existing core com-
ponents was deemed to be a poor design decision. End users
required higher data rates and increased range, indicating that
a different modem was needed.

B. Software-Defined Open Architecture Modem
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The Software-Defined, Open Architecture Modem
(SDOAM), presented in [8], [9], is a Centre-driven
design for an extensible, mixed-media communications
software architecture specification for enabling inter-
domain information exchange, with special, but not
exclusive focus on underwater acoustic applications and
bridging under- and above-water domains. In particular, the
SDOAM concept strives for the capability to mix originator-
heterogeneous software modules and capabilities to build
complex communications system configurations. A key design
feature of the SDOAM is the ability for proprietary, licensed,
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Fig. 1. NEMO system diagram.

and/or closed-source modules to be deployed in a way that
ensures intellectual property preservation. The SDOAM
design effort has largely been top-down, with focus on
high-level architectural requirements. The NEMO presented
in this report is a development implementation of the SDOAM
in which to refine concepts and requirements of the SDOAM
definition, via deployment of real communications system
solutions in relevant operating scenarios.

C. JANUS

JANUS, presented in [10], is a modulation and coding
scheme developed at the Centre in open coordination with
industrial and academic partners, with the goal of providing
a standardised, common language for underwater acoustic
devices. JANUS is currently staged to become a STANAG,
with convergence to the final specification ongoing. JANUS
and the current NEMO design are orthogonal components of
the future SDOAM – JANUS focuses almost wholly on phys-
ical layer concerns of acoustic communications, whereas the
NEMO is the implementation of a high-level communications
architecture that provides a workspace where JANUS can fit
with other components.

III. NEMO

The NEMO is an effort to step away from the inherited
legacy ofpAcommsHandler(and in particular the non-CMRE-
owned components) towards a more flexible framework for
maritime communications research. The concept, depicted in
Fig. 1, is to maintain the use of an IPC backbone for commu-
nication between relatedservicesandmodules. Modules are
processes that contribute directly to the transmission of data,
while services are processes that provide functionality that is
orthogonal to the data-transmission functionality. Unlike other
OSI-like layouts, the NEMO explicitly does not maintain a
sense oflayers– any NEMO configuration formulation may
be organised into layers, but it is not an express requirement.
This is particularly important in the design and development of
algorithms that require information from ’upper’ layers, which
breaks the layered paradigm.

NEMO attempts to address the limitations of the
pAcommsHandlerdesign and accomplish the task of interfac-
ing with new hardware. The current NEMO implementation
draws strongly on some of thepAcommsHandlermodules,
using the DCCL, and queue libraries in compile-time indepen-
dent MOOS processes. The first iterations principally replaced
the Micro-Modem driver with another hardware specific driver
existing in a separate MOOS process, and connecting to the
modem hardware via an interface process (either TCP/IP or
serial). Additionally, routing was introduced via a simple
flooding router, calledfladder, which simply repeats ev-
ery received packet for nearby nodes to hear. The process
sui-generisis a complement to thefladderprocess,
filtering duplicate packets from being transmitted or received.
Fig. 2 depicts NEMO in one of it’s earliest configurations.

One of the key features of NEMO, arising largely from
the flexibility of the underlying IPC, is the run-time recon-
figurability. As will be shown, creative use of thefladder
andsui-generisprocesses with additional hardware drivers
easily enables multimedia communications.

A. Multi-media Communications

A common topological concept in hybrid under- and above-
water configurations is that of agateway. A gateway is a node
that has expressions in multiple communications channels,
such as acoustic and RF. The NEMO can be configured
in a way to provide such a gateway functionality, such as
shown in Fig. 3. During the REP14–Atlantic cruise in July
2014, each node that had both RF and acoustic connections
was configured to have a flooding router (router.fladder)
between the on-board application (viadccl) and each physical
channel, and also between the RF and acoustic channels. In
effect, any packet that was heard from any information source
(be it another node via RF or acoustics, or the local node from
the application segment) would be retransmitted to all the other
channels, subject to the filtering of therouter.sui-generis
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This bridging configuration of the NEMO is notable, in
that it shows how the NEMO is mostly a workspace where
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Fig. 2. NEMO baseline architecture. The processesdccl,queueare deriva-
tives of thelibdcclandlibqueueof the originalpAccomsHandler.
All connections represented by solid lines are message-based interfaces passed
via the IPC (MOOS), while the dashed lines represent TCP/IP client/server
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different processes can be quickly configured to have different
behaviours, without recompiling code.

B. On-line relative clock synchronisation

The relative synchronisation of nodes without specialised
hardware solutions is still a relatively open question for the
underwater domain, [11], [12]. At minimum,relativesynchro-
nisation is an important capability for submerged systems,
for data correlation between submerged systems, and relative
navigation applications. In [12], a distributed synchronisation
routine is presented, with at-sea data, collected using the
NEMO.

C. Herald – Distributed Synchronisation

Acknowledgements are a prevalent concept in communi-
cations and distributed algorithm design. They are required
when a data originator must have knowledge of the data
consumer receiving successfully. When the underlying link be-
tween nodes is unreliable, acknowledgements simultaneously
become more necessary (to ensure a level of application-to-
application connectivity) and more cumbersome (because of
unreliability and induced overhead).
The distinction betweenexplicitandimplicitacknowledge-
ments are made, such that explicit acknowledgements are
asynchronously generated at the data sink and implicit ac-
knowledgements are all other forms, i.e., synchronous replies
that may be part of other modem packets. In a medium with
a very high propagation delay, explicit acknowledgements
impose a high penalty on effective bandwidth, and are gen-
erally avoided in networked underwater scenarios (i.e., not

solely point-to-point communications). An implicit acknowl-
edgement service is proposed, as an alternative to the classic
explicit acknowledgement scheme, called theherald.
Theheraldprocess tries to ensure that some piece of
information, called thepayload, is equal on a number of
participating nodes. In order to do soheraldmaintains a
status bit for each participating node. A value of 1 means the
corresponding participating node is known to have or to once
have had the same payload as on the originator. A value of 0
means the corresponding participating node is known not to
have the same payload payload, or is not known to have the
same payload as we have. The herald also maintains a counter
of the current to-be-heralded payload, to be able to understand
whether an incoming, different payload is older or newer than
the current payload. The status bits and the payload counter are
together called theheader, and are combined with the payload
into anenvelopewhen communicating with other nodes.
Whenever the payload changes,heraldtransmits the enve-
lope to all participating nodes. On each node that receives the
envelope, theheraldwill accept the new payload, counter,
and status bits, set its own status bit to 1, and re-send the
envelope to let other participating nodes know that it now
has the new version of the payload. Ifheraldreceives an
envelope with a payload and counter it already has, it compares
the received status bits with its own status bits. If these
are different, it will merge the received status bits with its
own status bits and re-send the envelope. Finally, if a node
receives an envelope, no matter what the content, from a
node for which the status bit is 0,herald
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will re-send the
envelope. This mechanism will converge on the state where
every participating node has the same payload and all status
bits are set to 1 on all nodes. At this point this, all nodes
have acknowledgement that all other nodes have received this
specific payload.
Additionally, there are cases where the status flag for

the heralded payload may need to have multiple states. In
particular, some applications using the herald to distribute the
payload information may require the nodes not only receive the
payload, but have acknowledgement that other nodes have the
payload as well. An example is the case of ad-hoc networking
with nodes inserting themselves into an existing MAC scheme,
like TDMA. Once a new node arrives in the network, a new
schedule must be generated to accommodate the new node,
and this insertion must be communicated to all nodes in the
network. When the schedules have been updated globally, only
then should the TDMA associate with the new schedule, after
all nodes are explicitly aware that all other nodes are ready
to make the change (i.e., they have updated their local copy
of the schedule). In other words, every node ”needs to know
that all the nodes know that all nodes know” about the new
information. As such, the conception of the herald does not
preclude multi-state status flags.
The herald is meant to be a service for other modules,

who may request that their application specific payload be
synchronised across the network. For example, in a network
where all nodes have multiple acoustic modulation and coding
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capabilities, such as JANUS mixed with other proprietary
types, the herald could be used to distribute the knowledge
of each nodes capabilities. The herald is under active devel-
opment, having been tested in simulation and scheduled for
in-water testing in 2015.

D. Codex – Queuing, Encoding and Bundling

Applications typically deployed alongside underwater com-
munications systems are highly coupled to the unique char-
acteristics of acoustic communications, in particular the
high latency, low bandwidth, and transmission cycle period.
Such coupling severely limits the adaptability of applications
to different communications infrastructures (even different
modems), and moreover burdens the application developers
to be conscious of the underlying transport mechanism. This
is fundamentally different than classical terrestrial communi-
cations.
As an alternative to the “packet-centric” paradigm, here

thecodexis proposed. This codex is intended to replace
the current queue, bundling, and encoding functions of the
pAcommsHandlerqueue and DCCL. The codex is the ag-
gregate of all data that must be shared with others nodes
in the network, and is maintained by thecomposerprocess.
Applications can add new information to the codex, replace
existing information with more up-to-date information, and
remove information which is no longer deemed relevant. The
codex is structured hierarchically in a tree ofsegments,sets,

andfields.
The termssegment,set, andfieldare borrowed from the

ADatP-3 (Allied Data Processing Publication number 3) [13]
standard. The codex structure is described in an XML schema,
with specific codex instances being contained in an XML
document.
a) Fields:A field is the atomic data element, that is, a

piece of data that cannot be decomposed further into an array
or hierarchy.
b) Sets:A set is the smallest piece of information that is

self-comprehensible, without any other context. A set consists
of fields, with each field only making sense if received with
all other fields of the same set.
c) Segments:A segment adds hierarchy to the codex.

A segment may contain sets as well as other segments. The
codex is itself a segment.
1) Bundling:When a time slot for transmission begins, it

is the task of the composer to encode the codex and send it
out. In general the codex will be too large to fit into a single
modem packet (e.g., EvoLogics modem packets are 64B
maximum). The composer distributes the codex over several
modem packets, where each modem packet contains apartial
codex. Since it’s not likely all modem packets will arrive at
their destination, care must be taken that the receiver has all
the information required to recreate the partial codex contained
in each packet. In Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) this is
known as theBundle Protocol
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For example, if the codex contains a position, it may be
senseless to put the longitude in one modem packet, and the
latitude in another. For this purpose the composer guarantees
that the contents of one set will never be distributed over more
than one modem packet.
In other cases a set can only be interpreted correctly with

information contained in another set, called acontext set. The
composer only inserts a set into a modem packet if all its
context sets can be inserted as well. Conversely, the composer
will not insert a set into a modem packet if it is a context set
of some other set and that other set cannot be inserted as well.
It’s of course possible that a set, or the combination of a

set and its context sets, is too large for encoding into one
modem packet. Obviously such sets will never be selected
for transmission via the modem. It may be that other media
do accept larger packets, sets that are too big to be sent via
the modem may be sent via these other media, if and when
available. It’s currently up to the designer of the codex to
guarantee that sets are small enough to be sent out via the
intended media. This is not to say that the application-level
data structure (of whatever type) that an application encodes
is required to be smaller than a packet or even an entire frame,
but that the application is responsible for the division of the
data into appropriate sets.
2) Encoding:Encoding is the process of converting part

of the codex to a modem packet, decoding is the reverse.
The primary aim is to get as high a data compression ratio
as possible. For a modem packet to be decodable, it needs
to contain the values of all fields of the encoded partial
codex, as well as structural information needed to understand
which fields of which sets are contained in the modem packet.
Moreover, the transmitter and the recipient of a modem packet
need to have theexact same copyof the codex description.

a) Fields:Different types of fields require different com-
pression methods.

boolean
Boolean fields can have only one of two values,false
andtrue. The encoding is straightforward:0forfalse,
1fortrue. The number of required bits is exactly 1.

enumeration
An enumeration is a set of labels
l0,l1,...,li,...,lN−1. An enumeration field
can have only one of theN values of the set.
Instead of encoding the label itself, it suffices to
encode the indexiof the label, where0≤i<N.
The number of required bits is equal tolog2(N).

fixed point
A fixed-point number is a number with a precision
that is constant over the entire domain. In general
a fixed-point number can have any value from the
domain of real numbersR. For the purpose of
encoding the domain needs to be constrained by
supplying lower and upper boundsLandUrespec-
tively. Optionally agranularitygcan be specified,
gdefaults to 1. The granularity equals the precision.
The value of a fixed-point field is constrained to the

setL, L+g,...,L+ig,...,L+(N−1)g, U. For the
purpose of encoding it suffices to encode the indexi.
If(U−L)≡0(modg), thenL+(N−1)g=U
and the number of required bits equalslog2(N).
Otherwise, if (U−L)≡ 0(modg), then the
number of required bits equalslog2(N+1).

floating point
A floating point number, v, is represented by a
significands, a baseb, and an exponente, where
v=s×be, where the basebis set to 10. The values
forsandeare themselves fixed-point numbers with
a granularity of 1. Encoding a floating point number
is therefore the composition of the encoding of the
two fixed-point numberssande.

3) Relative encoding:In some cases it may be advanta-
geous to not send the value of a field, but the difference
with respect to the value of another field. For example, a
modem time stamp is an integer number between 0 and
16×232−1 = 68719476735, in microseconds. The gran-
ularity is 100 microseconds, the number of bits required is
log2 16×2

32/100 ≈ 29.41 If we send more than one
modem time stamp, and we restrict the difference between
the oldest and the newest time stamp to 5 minutes, then the
number of bits required for a relatively encoded time stamp
value islog2 5×60×10

6/100≈21.5, a reduction of 27%.

4) Structure:A modem packet contains a partial codex. The
encoding process must include enough information such that
the recipient is able to understand which part of the codex, or
which sets and segments, a modem packet contains. For this
purpose aflagis inserted before each set and segment in the
tree. The flag tells the recipient whether or not the next set or
segment in the tree is present. Thus the receivingcomposer
process can traverse the packet as it decodes the partial codex.

E. Queuing

The current queue mechanism is that ofpAcommsHandler,
a prioritisation mechanism is based on application messages
that have a time-to-live (TTL) and priority. The codex in-
stead bases the prioritisation on the included sets. Addition-
ally, the codex queueing system is different than that of
pAcommsHandleras it provides a mechanism for the order
of outgoing partial codexs to be explicitly configured.

F. Repeated transmissions

In some cases it may be desirable to transmit the same
information more than once, possibly within the same time
slot. A repeated transmission has a higher probability to reach
its destination. To accommodate for repeated transmissions, a
repeatattribute can be added to a set.

1
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The decimal number of bits indicates the exact number of bits required
to represent the states in the range. Rounding the bits immediately would
incur some small inefficiency in the compression, where the field might be
combined with other fields in a way that utilises the full range of values more
efficiently.
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G. Development

The codex concept is subject of ongoing refinement and
preliminary implementation. First steps will include simulation
and modelling of NEMO while using the codex, to quantify
the efficiency and performance with respect to the previous
pAcommsHandlerimplementation.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper describes the NEMO, a communications sys-
tem and architecture that is composed of a set of ser-
vices and modules connected via an IPC (MOOS, currently).
The NEMO is intended to be a workspace or framework
where communications-centric processes and algorithms can
be tested, with emphasis on reconfigurability and explicit lack
of formal structure. The NEMO is the current implementation
of the maritime-centric communications stack used at CMRE
for underwater communications and autonomy research, pro-
viding a space where efforts such as JANUS, the SDOAM,
clock-synchronisation, and routing can be deployed and tested.
Finally, the ongoing development of an acknowledgements-
as-a-service algorithm (theherald) and a modem-packet-
agnostic queuing, bundling and encoding mechanism, the
codex, are presented.
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level of assurance. Lastly, an abstraction called the codex is presented, providing queuing, bundling and 
encoding functionalities in a single process, providing a high-level, packet-agnostic staging area for 
application data. 
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